The cost of Alzheimer’s disease in China and re-estimation of costs worldwide
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Abstract

Introduction: The socioeconomic costs of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) in China and its impact on global economic burden remain uncertain.

Methods: We collected data from 3098 patients with AD in 81 representative centers across China and estimated AD costs for individual patient and total patients in China in 2015. Based on this data, we re-estimated the worldwide costs of AD.

Results: The annual socioeconomic cost per patient was US $19,144.36, and total costs were US $167.74 billion in 2015. The annual total costs are predicted to reach US $507.49 billion in 2030 and US $1.89 trillion in 2050. Based on our results, the global estimates of costs for dementia were US $957.56 billion in 2015, and will be US $2.54 trillion in 2030, and US $9.12 trillion in 2050, much more than the predictions by the World Alzheimer Report 2015.

Discussion: China bears a heavy burden of AD costs, which greatly change the estimates of AD cost worldwide.
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1. Background

China has become an aging society in the past 20 years. The sixth national population census in 2010 showed that 178 million people were aged ≥ 60 years, 13.26% of the total population [1]. As a result, dementia, especially Alzheimer’s disease (AD), is increasing rapidly in China. It was reported that the prevalence of AD was 3.21% among people aged ≥ 65 years [2], and more than 7 million Chinese people live with AD today in China. AD tends to have a long course, various comorbidities, and requirements for long-term care. Consequently, AD confers a heavy economic burden on society and families [3]. In past decades, only two regional studies have investigated the monetary cost of AD in China, in Shanghai and Shandong province [4,5]. There has been no national-scale randomized sampling study on the economic burden in China. To date, no reliable number for the socioeconomic costs of AD in China as a whole has been established.

Most international multilateral cost-of-illness studies for dementia have been carried out in high-income countries [6], and they have provided reliable and timely information to support estimates of the global burden. Evidence has also accumulated with regard to the economic burden of dementia in some low- and middle-income countries, but not in mainland China [7–9]. Based on these studies, the World Alzheimer Report (2015) estimated the worldwide economic costs of dementia [10]. However, this estimate referred to the results of a small study that included only one hospital in one city of China, which hardly seems representative of the entire country. This may have influenced the estimated results, which might be less or greater than the true value. An accurate value for the costs of AD in China is important simply because it will have a great impact on any global estimate numerically. Thus, a large, nationwide survey to determine the true socioeconomic costs of patients with AD in China is urgently needed.

Therefore, we designed the present study to include representative hospitals, nursing homes, and care facilities in both urban and rural areas in almost all parts of mainland China to investigate the socioeconomic costs of patients with AD, and furthermore to analyze the impact of our results on the global AD economic burden.

2. Methods

2.1. Settings

For the region selection, excluding Tibet, Hong Kong, and Macao, 30 provincial, municipal, and autonomous regions in mainland China (the mainland China has a total of 33 regions) were included. For the participating site selection, tier 3 hospitals, mental health centers/psychiatric hospitals, gerontology hospitals, nursing homes, care facilities, and both urban and rural residences, were chosen randomly as study sites. Ultimately, in total, 81 sites were included in this study.

2.2. Participants

Patient were aged ≥ 60 years, and the inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) a primary diagnosis of AD according to the National Institute of Neurologic and Communicative Disorders and Stroke and the Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Association criteria [11], diagnosed by a dementia specialist; (2) complete information about the economic costs of AD and comorbidities, obtained from electronic medical records systems and face-to-face interviews. The details of the inclusion and exclusion criteria are provided in our protocol which was published in BioMed Central Neurology [12].
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